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2020-21 School Council
Name Position Term End Date

Yeshi Gaskin*
Michael Green

Principal
Interim Principal

Permanent
Temporary

Nicki Farrington Parent June, 2021

Jammie Carty Parent June , 2021

TBD Parent June, 2021

Heather Lazaro Educator June, 2021

Susan Olsen Educator June, 2021

Anne Cohen Educator June, 2021

*Council Co-Chairs-TBD; elections for School Council to be held in Fall
2020.
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Luce Elementary School

Demographics
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Luce Elementary School

Student Learning Outcomes
Star Benchmark Data
We began using the STAR Benchmark assessments in the 2020-2021 academic year. Students were assessed in Fall,
Winter and Spring. The Spring (end of year) assessment window was adjusted when the MCAS testing window was
changed, so end of year data is not available at this time. We will add that data in June, upon completion of the end of
year benchmarks.  STAR benchmarks are adjusted across the year to determine proficiency levels.

This data has been helpful in supporting positive student learning outcomes and teacher instruction in a variety of ways:

● Establish student benchmark performance in reading and math
● Provide for ongoing progress monitoring relating to student performance
● Provide teachers with student reports to guide instruction and planning
● Meet the dyslexia screen mandate

Scores are reported in four categories: Green-At/Above Benchmark, Blue-On Watch, Yellow-Intervention, and Red-Urgent
Intervention. The following charts provide grade level results that show how our students performed when compared to
grade level peers nationally.
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STAR Early Literacy
The Early Literacy Assessment is given in grades K-2. Star Early Literacy measures both early literacy and early numeracy. It measures
students’ understanding of the alphabetic principle and print concepts, as well as their ability to identify and discriminate between letters
(visual discrimination).

Fall Benchmark Winter Benchmark Spring Benchmark

K

Grade 1

Grade 2
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STAR Reading
The STAR Reading assessment is given to all students in Grades 3-5. It is also given to students in Grades 1 and 2 who are
probable readers based on their Early Literacy assessment. For the purposes of the end of year report, we are reporting the Grade
3-5 data.

Fall Benchmark Winter Benchmark Spring Benchmark

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

.
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STAR Math
The STAR Math assessment is given in Grades 1-5.

Fall Benchmark Winter Benchmark Spring Benchmark

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3
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Grade 4

Grade 5
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2019 MCAS - STAR State Benchmark Comparison
The STAR assessments also allow us to analyze results using criterion referenced data. The research is normed against state
data and is predictive of MCAS performance.

Grade 3 Reading Grade 3 Math

Grade 4 Reading Grade 4 Math
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Grade 5 Reading Grade 5 Math
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Dyslexia Screening
Massachusetts has added an additional requirement this year for all Kindergarten students to be screened
for dyslexia. We will also be screening some Grade 1 and Grade 2 students at the end of the year; this data
will be updated in June following the assessment window. This screener is not diagnostic; it provides data
on students who may require additional interventions in areas that are known precursors for dyslexia.
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Student School Experience

The students had a unique school experience this year due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  We enlisted students from grades K-5
to provide the student lens on the student experience this school year. They were asked the following questions:

1. How did the year go for you?

2. What is one thing you loved and one thing you would change?

Sample Student Responses:

Brooklyn, 1st Grade "It was very good because it was very fun and I had a good time."  "I loved math because I got to write a
lot of numbers and do a lot of different things in math. It is fun for me." "I would change reading. I would have a little more
time to read more of the books I like."

Ben Harding 4th Grade:“In the beginning, it was difficult and unusual. It was hard and now it’s a lot easier and we don’t
have to stare at a screen. It’s easier now with what we’re working on.

Also, the Luce in concert with the CAPT,  partnered to create unique and safe experiences for students this year. We faced a
few challenges which were:

● How to keep students safe by adhering to the guidelines set forth by the Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education (DESE)?

● How to create a sense of normalcy in an abnormal and unprecedented school year?
● How do we find high quality programming that could provide a virtual component to accommodate both

students in the Hybrid and in the Remote Learning Pathway (RLP)?
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Through innovative planning and with the intentional use of technology, we were able to create meaningful experiences for
our students across cohorts and within the RLP. These experiences extended beyond the walls of the classroom and included
the following events and opportunities:

● One Virtual school-wide SHINE assembly;
● Weekly student recognition through our Bucket Filler & similar RLP student recognition initiative to recognize students

who exhibited our core values of SHINE;
● Social skills groups facilitated by the school psychologist;
● We Thinker’s program that focuses on Social and Emotional Learning;
● Fully and successfully integrated a sub-separate student into a full-inclusion program;
● Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) via explicit lessons from the Second Step SEL program;
● Daily morning meetings to check-in with students during Open and/or Closing Circle
● Students created letters of gratitude for local Veterans;
● Students in 3rd-5th grade engaged in a virtual school musical;
● Daily Principal morning messages;
● Top Secret Science Kits K-5;
● Character building through the Boosterthon program (in June 2021);

Luce Elementary School
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Summary of Progress Toward
2020-21 School Priorities

Due to the nature of the year with the COVID-19 pandemic, safety limitations, and unforeseen disruptions to our normal daily
operations, a moderate amount of progress was made towards the three priorities during this school year. The following
narrative highlights what was accomplished with the many obstacles we faced this school year.

Achieving Educational Excellence and Ensuring Equity Cultivating School Climate and Culture

Our goal for Priority 1 is to Create a culture of achievement, excellence, and equity. As a learning community, we understand
that this goal is a multi-year goal. The key actions are stepping stones that allow us to make progress towards achieving the
overarching goal.

This year, teachers engaged in professional development (PD) under specific buckets (i.e. technology, etc…) during the
Wednesday half-days. This time proved to be very useful for teachers and allowed teachers to collaborate and plan
meaningful instruction.
As mentioned in the STAR data segment of this report, teachers were introduced to the STAR Assessment this year. Teachers
started the work to learn how to use the assessment data to make meaningful decisions around instruction. However, more
intentional time to analyze, synthesize, and plan from the data is required. We looked at year one of the STAR Assessment as
learning the assessment tool. Next year we hope to dive deeper into seeing how it can make our instruction more intentional.
As this is not our only data point, we want to make sure to highlight the data that will help us to improve student
achievement. Also, we also want to ensure parents fully understand the data they are receiving in order to best support their
child(ren) at home.

This year the District engaged in professional learning on the Massachusetts Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS). This PD
helped to ground our Student Support Team (SST) planning. We were unable to launch the SST this year. However, the Luce
Community will continue to intentionally plan to create a robust and effective Student Support Team.
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2020-21 Luce School Priority #1: Achieving Educational Excellence & Ensuring Equity

Create a culture of achievement, academic excellence, and equity.

Rationale: Educators share ownership for student learning. It is our collective responsibility to create a culture of high expectations for all students and
staff. We believe it is critical to have high expectations for all learners; to provide students with access to high-quality, standards-aligned, and culturally
robust instruction that is driven by data.

Strategic Areas of Focus
1.2 Educational Excellence and Continuous Improvement
2.3 Professional Culture
3.3 Educators’ Creativity and Innovation

Key Action Person(s) Responsible Timeline Resources Needed Evidence of actions and progress  (talk to group for
consensus)

Utilize faculty meetings, teacher planning
and collaboration time,  and common
planning opportunities  to investigate
structures related to advancing rigor of
instructional practices

●Building Admin
Team

●Faculty

●Fall
2020 &
beyond

●PD Time
●Prof.

resources

●Feedback and observation cycles
●Provide teachers with weekly collaborative

planning time

Engage teachers in data analysis to provide
data driven instruction to meet the academic
needs of all learners

●Principal
●Reading Specialists
●Director of T&L
●Teachers

●Ongoing
●STAR reports
● Informal

student data

●STAR Assessment Data Meetings (TBD)
●Planning & Collaboration Time
●Self-Guided Curriculum unit planning
●Backwards design planning

Create a Student Support Team (SST)

● Luce Administration
● Student Response

Team (SRT)
● Reading & Math

Specialist
● Teachers & EAs

● Jan ‘21
&
Beyond

● Multi-
year
goal

● SST structure
● Time

(Wednesday
afternoon)

● Planning
time

● Research-bas
ed
interventions

● Toolkit of research-based interventions
● Schedule of SST
● 4-6 week intervention cycles
● Data collection
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Transforming Teaching and Learning

Our goal in priority two focused on augmenting teacher’s practice to ensure that each child received high quality instruction
during this unprecedented school year. One lever of change that allowed us to support this goal was the Wednesday
half-days and teacher collaboration and planning time.

During the Wednesday half-days, teacher leaders were able to showcase their talents by creating and delivering PD to their
peers.  Some examples of PD offerings included:

● SeeSaw for beginners;
● Unpacking the Units of Study (UOS) in ELA;
● Second Step Social Emotional Learning (SEL) curriculum

In addition, at the Luce, the majority of the teachers adopted the Lucy Calkins UOS in reading and writing. In addition to the
reading and writing curriculum, teachers in K-2 adopted the Heggerty phonemic awareness and Lucy Calkins phonics
curriculum. The adoption of the phonics and phonemic awareness curriculum was a critical component that was added to
ensure students were explicitly taught foundational reading skills.

Teachers enhanced their knowledge of digital tools with the addition of the 1-1 device match for students and staff alike.
Many teachers and students leveraged technology as a main vehicle to support teaching and learning. Teachers engaged in
professional development geared towards their immediate needs grounded in technology or curriculum. Teachers worked
very hard to balance teaching in a new way and learning multiple tools.

One of our key actions, providing students with voice and choice, was greatly impacted due to COVID restrictions on book
shopping. Students could not choose books as frequently as they could prior to the COVID-19 restrictions. As a result, teachers
created innovative ways to allow students to  have voice and choice during the literacy block by leveraging digital texts,
partnering with the town library, and working with the school’s library aide to engage students in having autonomy on the
texts they selected during independent reading.
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2020-21 Luce Elementary School Priority #2: Transforming Teaching & Learning
Develop capacity to support opportunities for innovative teaching and learning along with educator capacity to deliver high quality, standards based instruction so
that all students meet year end expectations.Improve educator instructional and technological practices by creating structured opportunities for educators to plan and
discuss each other’s instructional practices

Rationale: Research supports that when educators can engage colleagues in collaborative conversation, informed by the professional knowledge based on pedagogy, about how to
improve instructional practices and  informed by data-based inquiry processes, student achievement increases.

Strategic Areas of Focus:
1.3 Excellent Educators for Every Student, Every Day
2.3 Professional Culture
3.1 Designed Student Learning & Growth
3.3 Educators’ Creativity & Innovation

Key Action Person(s)
Responsible Timeline Resources

Needed Evidence of actions and progress

Provide targeted professional
development in standards
aligned core ELA curriculum

● Director of
T&L, PreK-8

● Principal
● Teachers
● Reading

Specialists
●

● September & Beyond
● Multi-year goal

● Curriculum
● PD Time
● Asynchronous

Content Videos
● Ongoing PD for teachers on the  Readers and Writer’s Workshop

Leverage teacher leaders to
increase opportunities for
peer-to-peer learning.

● Director of
T&L, PreK-8

● Principal
● Teachers
● Reading

Specialists
● Digital Tech

Specialist

● September & Beyond
● Multi-year goal

● Planning &
Collaboration Time

● Curriculum units
● Asynchronous

Content Videos
● PD time

● Teacher leaders will create and provide high quality professional
development sessions aligned to the goals of the SIP.

Provide teachers voice and
choice for high quality
professional development
options

● Director of
T&L, PreK-8

● Principal
● Teachers
● Reading

Specialists

● September & Beyond
● Multi-year goal

● Planning &
Collaboration Time

● Curriculum units
● Asynchronous

Content Videos
● Digital Tech

Specialist
● PD time

● Asynchronous PD Choices
● Teacher solicited PD options
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Increase teacher proficiency in
educational technology
applications to augment
remote and hybrid learning

● Digital
Technology
Specialist

● Principal
● Director of

Technology
● Teachers

● September through
June

● Asynchronous
Content Videos

● PD time

● Ongoing training on digital apps: SeeSaw, Nearpod, and Google
Suite apps

● Training on Zoom

Provide targeted professional
development in the workshop
model in phonics and
phonemic awareness

● Director of
T&L, PreK-8

● Principal
● Teachers
● Reading

Specialists
● TLA

Consultants

● September & Beyond
● Multi-year goal

● Planning &
Collaboration Time

● Curriculum units
● Asynchronous

Content Videos
● PD time

● Ongoing training on Heggerty Phonemic Awareness
● Ongoing training on Lucy Calkins Phonics Units of Study

Provide students with voice
and choice during literacy
instruction

● Students
● Teachers ● September & Beyond

● Instructional
Materials

● Access to
Culturally
relevant texts

● Book shopping
● Independent reading time
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Cultivating School Climate and Culture

One of our most important priorities were grounded in social emotional learning (SEL). Our goal was to support both adult
and student learners during a challenging school year. It was important for us to slow down to go faster and really try to
support the well being of all members of our learning community. Some examples of SEL support were:

● SEL PD for staff during the 1st 10 days of PD in September;
● Second Step PD for staff;
● Open and Closing circles for students

We were intentional about leveraging the Responsive Classroom virtual lessons to jumpstart our year. Teachers used the
morning meeting structure as a time to check-in with their students and to get them ready for the day. We leveraged the
Second Step curriculum to complement the Responsive Classroom curriculum. However, more intentional work and
planning is needed to further support the social emotional welfare of all students. Specifically, helping teachers to plan
lessons geared towards SEL during morning and/or closing circle.

Next year, we anticipate that we will be able to provide more intentional PD for teachers to help them to further plan and
teach high-quality SEL lessons during morning and/or closing meetings. Also, due to safety guidelines, we were not able to
engage in in-depth instructional coaching as in past years. Next year, it will be a priority to develop systems to support
teacher instruction at a higher level. For example, we would like to reintroduce learning walks, so that we can de-privatize
our instructional practices and learn from each other.

In terms of social events, we were limited as to what we could do safely. We were unable to do specific traditional events
such as the circus or the Luce Carnival. Next year,we hope to implement our high quality programming in concert with the
CAPT, who coordinates high quality social programming for our school.
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2020-21 Luce Elementary School Priority #3: Cultivating School Climate and Culture
Create the conditions required to develop staff’s ability to create high quality instruction, and support structures to meet the academic, and
social/emotional needs of all learners.

Rationale: Because student learning is inextricably linked to a school’s social environment, we must pay careful attention to and provide explicit instruction in
social-emotional skills and positive behavior reinforcement strategies. Both contribute to a healthy climate and culture and support overall student well-being and success. It is
also critical to provide a sense of connectedness to all stakeholders to maintain a healthy school community.
Strategic Areas of Focus:

1.1 Educational Equity;  1.2 Educational Excellence and Continuous Improvement; 1.4 Equitable Access to High Quality Instruction;
2.1 Social and Emotional Learning; 2.2 Behavioral Intervention;  2.3 Professional Culture

Key Action Person(s)
Responsible Timeline Resources Needed Indicators of Progress and Success

Build teacher/staff capacity to
provide standards-aligned Social
Emotional Learning (SEL)
curriculum

● Team Chair
● Principal
● Teachers/Staff

● Sept-
June

● Second Step
Curriculum

● Responsive Classroom
● Playworks

● Second Step training
● Morning Meeting training
● Playworks Training

Provide students with explicit
SEL instruction and supports both
in person and remotely through
morning and closing meetings

● Team Chair
● Principal
● Teachers

● Sept-
June

● Second Step
Curriculum

● PD Time
● Ongoing Support  and

Feedback

● Implement SEL lessons weekly from resources
including Second Step,   Responsive Classroom,
Playworks to support the morning meeting
structure

● Virtual Morning Meetings

Implement social events and
structures (i.e. virtual clubs) to
promote social connectedness for
staff and students

● Principal
● Digital Technology

Specialist
● Teachers

● Dec, Feb,
and April

● Zoom webinar
● Student voices

● Continue to implement Bucket Fillers Student
Recognition Weekly  Program

● Virtual Assemblies
● Virtual Clubs
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School Improvement Priorities for 2020-21
Although this year was challengings, we walked away with learned lessons that will help us to reimagine school next year. As
mentioned earlier, our goals were created to serve as multi-year goals. We will continue to work towards the goals with our
learning community. As part of our process, we will engage the Luce School Council, staff and students to provide us with critical
feedback on the next iteration of our School Improvement Plan (SIP) via surveys and feedback forums. Our priorities and goals
will remain the same for the SY 21-22.
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